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"Library Trends has become the premier thematic quarterly journal in the field of American Librarianship."

Library Science Annual

Both practicing librarians and educators use Library Trends as an essential tool in professional development and continuing education. They know Library Trends is the place to discover practical applications, thorough analyses, and literature reviews for a wide range of trends. See for yourself the breadth of topics covered in the 40th volume.

Software for Patron Use in Libraries
(Summer 1991) Edited by Denise M. Beaubien, Alice Lefler Primack, and Colleen Seale
Experts in this issue present analyses of current practices in the provision of patron-use software along with considerations for libraries still developing their policies.

Ethics and the Dissemination of Information
(Fall 1991) Edited by Robert Hauptman
Taking a broad approach to the subject, these essays discuss some of the most important topics under current discussion as well as issues that will be influential in the coming decade.

Changing Conceptions of Leadership
(Winter 1992) Edited by Barbara B. Moran
Leadership in the library profession is examined from a variety of perspectives, including leadership as a field of study, gender differences in leadership, and the roles played by training, assessment, mentoring, and professional education.

Electronic Publishing in the Humanities and Their Use in Libraries
(Spring 1992) Edited by Mark Stover
A detailed overview of various types of electronic publishing in the humanities and its impact on libraries, library user education, and library facilities.

Subscription price $60 (plus $5 for overseas subscribers). Single copies are available for $18.50, including postage. Order from the University of Illinois Press, Journals Department, 54 E. Gregory Drive, Champaign, IL 61820.